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ATTN: ALL
Research in progress, thesis in concept, idea not yet matured? Write about current state, share your doubts and ideas, get a feedback from peers.

ALL TRACKS RESEARCH IN PROGRESS

IMPORTANT DATES

Q: How do I know that my submission is within the scope of the ZINC?
A: If you can write a paragraph with a consumer in mind - then yes, by all means, you are at the right place!

INDUSTRIAL CATEGORY IN ALL TRACKS

The ‘Industrial Category is meant for papers that are submitted by non-academics, such as for example, but not limited to engineers working in industry. These papers focus more on practical oriented contents such as implementation of related topics. Papers for the Industrial Tracks will be reviewed by qualified industry reviewers for industry relevancy of its content. Authors of these papers may retain their copyrights.

To support the experience sharing and to popularize the applied sciences, we are introducing lightning talks - 5 to 10 minutes presentations of best practices, techniques, ideas, and tricks. For lightning talks no associated academic paper is required.

INFORMATION FOR AUTHORS

Prospective authors are invited to participate in any or all of the following categories:
1. Lightning talks - a short description or 5 slides long ppt file.
2. Papers - submit up to 6 pages. All papers must comply with IEEE format specifications and signed IEEE copyright form, to be submitted to IEEE Xplore database.
4. Tutorial - submit your biography and content with short description.

Only electronic submissions via the web at www.GoZinc.org will be accepted.